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Chinua Achebe, the doyen of African literature established his status as a writer after the 
publication of his maiden novel Things Fall Apart in the year 1958. Achebe’s political novel 
Anthills of the Savannah inaugurates a new system in which all the patriarchal orders are 
shattered and dismissed. The novel depicts the cross section of  neo-colonial Africa, which is the 
real Nigeria through the lens of the fictitious country named Kangan. The novel etches the 
modern, independent post colonial; (neo-colonial here) urban Africa and the strategies adopted 
by the native elite class (bourgeoisie) immediately after the Western powers left Africa. 
 
Anthills of the Savannah deals with the neo-colonial power hierarchies and the strategies of 
exploitation adopted by the native bourgeoisie in the fictitious African country named Kangan 
which is Nigeria by all means. The Western educated native characters named Sam, Christopher 
Oriko, and Ikem Osodi are the triumvirates and major characters in the novel who are the major 
protagonists in the novel. Beatrice Okah, Chris’s girl friend and Western educated lady in the 
novel is also represented as a bourgeoisie who represses the ordinary women characters like 
Agatha and Elewa applying the strategy of the Westerners imbibed by her during her education 
in the West. 
 
The novel opens with a cabinet meeting in the presidential palace with the deprived Abazonian 
delegates waiting outside the palace to meet the President as the president has caused them 
trouble by shutting down the water holes in the province which eventually caused drought in 
Abazon. Sam is wrecking vengeance upon the Abazonians as they didn’t vote for him during the 
presidential election favouring him as their leader. Ikem, the editor of the national news paper 
named ‘National Gazette’ is portrayed as a native character who becomes a turncoat and his 
existence becomes crucial to the position of Sam and his government. Ikem, though an elite has 
some sympathy and compassion for the ordinary class people of his country which eventually 
forces him to change sides. In the meanwhile Sam plots against Ikem and fires him from the post 
of editor. Sam appoints his secret spies named ‘State Research Council’ to catch hold of Ikem 
and kill him alleging that it was an accident. Immediately after the dismissal, Ikem gives a 
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speech in the University of Bassa and the same speech is misquoted by the news paper the very 
next day saying that ‘Ikem wants the president dead’. After this incident Ikem is fired from the 
designation of editor of the National Gazette and charged with treason.  Chris, the commissioner 
of information in Sam’s cabinet is one of the two main male characters in the novel. He is 
acquainted with Sam right from the time of his education in Britain thus become close to each 
other immediately after becoming a part of Sam’s government. As Commissioner of information, 
it is his duty to censor the news of broadcasting in the country. This is one of the major themes 
where the novel diverts its journey. Immediately after the dismissal of Ikem from Sam’s cabinet, 
Sam turns towards Chris. Chris is afraid that he will also wind up like Ikem and goes into hiding. 
A while later, he is also charged with treason and conspiracy, the same charge alleged against 
Ikem before. The novel ends with a coup and the president Sam has flees the country. Chris 
during his hiding in a private place hears the news of the government’s fall and joins the 
celebration in the street and meets a drunken policeman. But unfortunately during the celebration 
by accident the policeman shoots him dead. 

Beatrice Okah, Chris’s girl friend and a Western educated lady is portrayed as a female hybrid 
character in the novel. Beatrice, though born in Kangan, graduated from London, earned a degree 
in English and came back to Kangan to work in the government formed by her friends. Beatrice 
even during her education in England did not know anything about the African cultural tradition, 
or the myths and legend of her people as they played little part in her upbringing. Beatrice is 
portrayed in the first part of the novel as a hybrid character who always tries to hide and suppress 
her African identity to become successful in the neo-colonial power equations. Beatrice’s 
cultural domination shows her cultural mimicry of the Western way of life and ideology which 
she inherited from her European masters during her education. Beatrice’s cultural erosion is not 
the only noticeable instance in the novel where most of the elite were lured by Western 
education, the dominant education system of the colonial era. 

Achebe envisions a new role for women in his novel saying that African women are not the 
malleable ductile entities framed out by the Eurocentric writers but they are the embodiment of 
solidarity and communal strength. The Naming ceremony under the leadership of Beatrice and 
other women characters in the novel empower African women to strengthen the country, 
incorporating the ideas introduced by Ikem in his letter. When Elewa’s uncle arrives at 
Beatrice’s house to enquire whether the child has been given the boy’s name meaning ‘ May-the-
path-never-close’ by  women,  he is disturbed in the beginning by the breach of the African 
tradition but later he agrees with the women saying that the country can only be saved by 
youngsters declaring women  as victorious. While doing so, Achebe’s women break all 
entanglements in society; rise above the oppressing patriarchy and give a  new identity to 
African womanhood.  

In the novel Achebe tries to awaken the true sense of African cultural values and nationalism 
in the people of his country. Most of the people of Africa after the European subjugation 
transformed themselves to the enchanting and sophisticated modern Western culture. Sam, His 
Excellency of Kangan is represented in the novel as an embodiment of Western values and 
European culture who behaves like a typical English man. The major bourgeoisie characters, 
namely, Sam, Ikem, Chris, and Beatrice are African characters who had their primary education 
in Africa and went to Britain for higher studies and occupied their colonial master’s seats 
immediately after they returned to Africa. They not only adopted Western customs and values 
but tried to imitate and admire the English. The Western educated elite class of Kangan kept 
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some distance from the ordinary people of their country as they felt that they were superior to the 
ordinary mass in many aspects. When they were students in the British universities, they never 
learnt anything about Africa or African culture but became familiar with the western academic 
curriculum and the cultural identity of the colonizer, which was one of the tools or strategies 
adopted by the Europeans to continue their rule indirectly in Kangan. 

To conclude, Achebe in his novel gives the message to his countrymen that women must save 
the country from its down fall. The naming ceremony of the new born child of Elewa and Ikem 
named ‘Amaechina’ meaning ‘Let the path never close’ represents the breaking of an old 
tradition and the coming of the new.  
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